University email accounts

Account limits

Limit per account:
• 8 GB for accounts with the domain: @univr.it, @ateneo.univr.it and @collab.univr.it
• 1 GB for accounts with the domain: studenti.univr.it

Maximum message size: 10 MB

Maximum number of recipients per message: 100

Maximum number of emails you can send:
300 daily
2000 weekly
7000 monthly

Sending large attachments

To send large attachments, you can use GARR's Filesender: https://filesender.garr.it/

Account configurations

IMAP incoming mail server
Host name: univr.mail.cineca.it
Port: 993
Select SSL: active
Authentication: password

POP3 incoming mail server
Host name: univr.mail.cineca.it
Port: 995
Select SSL: active
Authentication: password

SMTP outgoing mail server (staff)
Host name: univr.smtpauth.cineca.it
Port: 465
Select SSL: active
Authentication: password

SMTP outgoing mail server (students)
Host name: univr-studenti.smtpauth.cineca.it
Port: 465
Select SSL: active
Authentication: password
Logging in to Webmail

For staff
• GIAcode@univr.it
• name.surname@univr.it
• alias@univr.it (if this exists)

For collaborators
• name.surname@collab.univr.it

For institutional accounts
• accountname@ateneo.univr.it

For students
• GIAcode@studenti.univr.it¹
• name.surname@studenti.univr.it
• studentIDnumber@studenti.univr.it

For interuniversity students
• GIAcode@studenti.univr.it
• name.surname@studenti.univr.it

¹ The GIA_code for students is normally idXXXyyy, where XXX is three numbers and yyy is three lower case letters.